DATA SHEET

BreakingPoint Application and
Security Testing Platform

Key Benefits



Measure and harden the
performance, security, and
stability of application
delivery controllers (ADCs),
next-generation firewalls,
IPS devices, and other
equipment with up to
960Gbps of real-world
application, attack, and
malformed traffic



Validate network and data
center performance by
recreating 300+ application
protocols, including Yahoo!®
Mail and Messenger,
Google® Gmail, Skype®,
BitTorrent™, eDonkey,
RADIUS, SIP, RTSP, RTP,
HTTP, SSL, Facebook®,
Twitter Mobile, YouTube®,
and Apple® FaceTime®, as
well as other mobile, social,
and gaming protocols – with
Multicast support



Stress network
infrastructures with 36,000+
security attacks, malware,
botnet attacks, obfuscations,
and evasion techniques



Find network problem areas
sooner and prepare for the
unexpected with the
industry’s fastest protocol
fuzzing capabilities



Emulate sophisticated,
large-scale DDoS and
mobile-initiated botnet
attacks to uncover
previously hidden
weaknesses



Ensure the always-on user
experience in the midst of
complexity and exploding
traffic volume

Overview
In today's world of crippling cyber-attacks and dynamic applications, you
need to know that your networks are secure and high-performing enough to
handle the worst from cyber criminals and extreme-traffic anomalies.
Complex system interactions make it difficult for you to optimize security
performance and network resiliency. Any approach that fails to fully-validate
network security and performance with realistic application load and attack
techniques is insufficient and risky.
With Ixia’s BreakingPoint® application and security test solution, enterprises,
service providers, and equipment manufacturers validate the stability,
accuracy, and quality of networks and network devices. BreakingPoint’s
unique design enables the creation of real-world legitimate traffic, distributed
denial of service (DDoS), exploits, malware, and fuzzing at the same time
and from the same port. Combined with full control of the load capacity and
detailed per-simulated host reporting, this makes BreakingPoint the ideal
simple-to-use and repeatable testing eco-system for modern network testing.
BreakingPoint provides test solutions ensure:





Network security
o Maximize security investments with onsite network-specific proof-ofconcept (PoC) validation
o Optimize next-generation firewalls (NGFWs), intrusion prevention
systems (IPS), and other security devices
o Validate DDoS defenses
o Build networks and cloud infrastructures that are resilient to attacks

Network performance
o Ensure the always-on user experience in the midst of complexity and
exploding traffic volume
o Validate and optimize 3G and 4G/LTE networks under the most realistic conditions, using real mobile
applications over mobile tunneling and roaming, and get per-user equipment (UE) statistics
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Key Features
BreakingPoint is designed for ease of use and rapid configuration in a variety of network environments. Ixia’s
exclusive Application and Threat Intelligence (ATI) service ensures that your test system will evolve along with the
frequent changes in the landscape for applications, attacks, and standards. BreakingPoint key features include:



Real-world application protocols: Simulates over 300 application protocols, each can be modified to simulate
specific application flows



Protocol dynamics and realism: Able to customize and manipulate any protocol, including raw data, to
simulate legitimate or negative traffic



Real-world application mix: Designed to generate a mix of protocols at high speed with realistic protocol
weight



Real-world attacks: Supports over 36,000 attacks and malwares and the attacks can be obfuscated by over
100 evasion techniques



Legit/malicious traffic from the same port: BreakingPoint’s hardware design allows sending all types of traffic
simultaneously from a single port, with full control of the weight/mix of legitimate traffic, DDoS and other
attacks, malware, and fuzzing



Always current: Bi-monthly updates from the BreakingPoint ATI research team, to keep you current with the
latest applications and threats



Broad range of use cases: Designed for performance, security, and stability validation, and for cyber range
simulation for training and network architecture design validation



Enterprise-wide networks to continent-scale mobile: Reaches a staggering performance per fully-populated
chassis of 960Gbps / 720 million sessions and 24 million connections per second



Simple user interface: Configure simulations in just minutes through a single user-friendly interface that
features fully integrated reporting, even across multiple BreakingPoint modules



Pre-configured application/language traffic mixes: Leverage extensive automation and wizard-like labs that
address many use-case scenarios, including validation of lawful intercept and data loss prevention (DLP)
solutions, with a digital storm of content in multiple languages



Conduct wrap-around tests, with BreakingPoint acting as both the client and server (2-arm testing)
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Test servers or full networks (1-arm testing), with
BreakingPoint acting as just the client

Network Support


IPV4/IPv6
o IPv4 and IPv6 hosts and virtual routers
o IPv6 SLAAC and Stateless DHCPv6 hosts
o DHCPv4 and DHCPv6
o DHCP-PD
o DNS and DNSv6




DS-Lite B4 and AFTR, 6rd CE Encryption



All applications and attacks can run through the
encrypted tunnels simultaneously

IPsec IKEv1 and IKEv2 (Remote Access and Site
to Site)

Mobility Support
The unique architecture of BreakingPoint products delivers the huge performance numbers necessary to validate
and harden the largest mobile networks under the most realistic conditions, including:





Support for both 3G and LTE environments with GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTPv1) and GTPv2
Roaming security testing for S5/8, SGSN, S6a Diameter over SCTP
Test using real mobile applications over mobile tunneling and roaming

Configuration of Multi-Million-User LTE Infrastructure Tests
from a Single-Screen Interface.
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Test cases include:
o Single tunnel establish with specific IMSI and MSISDN information. The information match both Legit and
non-Legit values, to validate the response of the device under test (DUT)
o Max tunnel establish to validate the DUT capacity
o Inbound and Outbound simulation of GTP traffic
o Diameter S6a over SCTP or TCP, setting different messages in the flow to validate none-blocking
o Diameter other than S6a commands, to validate FW blocking



Mobility support includes:
o GTPv1 and LTE (GTPv2)
o Run all 300+ protocols (as a mix or single protocol) and attacks through an IPsec tunnel simultaneously
o Mobile applications (i.e., Facetime, Facebook, Whats App, WeChat, LINE, Kakaotalk, iTunes, YouTube,
Fring)
o Mobile vulnerabilities

BreakingPoint Hardware Platforms
PerfectStorm ONE Appliance
Compact, Enterprise-Wide Layers 4-7 Application and
Security Testing
Ixia's PerfectStorm ONE network test and assessment solutions are
developed specifically to make BreakingPoint solutions available in a compact
form-factor for enterprise IT, operations, and security personnel. PerfectStorm
ONE condenses Ixia's PerfectStorm massive-scale, stateful layer 4-7 testing
platform to now support the enterprise. Scaling from 4Gbps to 80Gbps of application traffic simulation,
PerfectStorm ONE supports a buy-only-what-you-need business model to align with enterprise budgets and
future-proof your growing test needs.

PerfectStorm™ Load Modules and XGS12 Chassis
Massive-Scale, Stateful Layers 4-7 Application and Security
Testing
With Ixia’s PerfectStorm™ load modules and XGS12™ chassis, BreakingPoint
offers an all-in-one security and performance testing platform for massive-scale,
stateful layer 4-7 application and security testing. It provides near Terabit levels of
mixed application and malicious traffic to test all elements of today’s complex data
centers.
With PerfectStorm, Ixia delivers the first platform to seamlessly unify the IxLoad® and BreakingPoint software
applications into a single, more powerful system to ensure the secure delivery of mission-critical applications.
PerfectStorm blades are powered by the XGS12™ Rackmount Chassis. The 12-slot modular chassis is the
industry’s highest port density Ethernet test system available. It is the flexible platform that delivers the most
comprehensive solution for performance, functional, and conformance testing of network equipment and network
applications.
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PerfectStorm, BreakingPoint Performance
Performance
Metric

PerfectStorm
ONE
4x1G

PerfectStorm
ONE
8x10G/2x40G

PerfectStorm
Fusion
PS10GE8NG/
PS40GE2NG

PerfectStorm
Fusion
PS100GE1NG
(Requires 2 Cards)

XGS12-HS
Chassis
(12 blades)

Applications
Throughput

4Gbps

80Gbps

80Gbps

158Gps

960Gbps

TCP
Connections per
Second

750K

2 Million

2 Million

2.5 Million

24 Million

Applications
Concurrent
Flows

15M

60 Million

60 Million

120 Million

720 Million

SSL Bandwidth

4Gbps

20Gbps

20Gbps

40Gbps

240Gbps

SSL Handshake
Rates

100,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

2.4 Million

SSL Concurrent
Flows

500,000

1 Million

1 Million

2 Million

12 Million

Applications
Throughput over
SCTP

4Gbps

5Gbps

5Gbps

N/A

60Gbps

Applications
Throughput over
IPsec

N/A

25Gbps

25Gbps

50Gbps

120Gbps

IPsec
Concurrent
Tunnels

250,000

500,000

500,000

1 Million

6 Million

IPsec Tunnel
Setup Rates

1,000

2,000

2,000

4,000

12,000

Applications
Throughput over
GTP

4Gbps

40Gbps

40Gbps

160Gbps

480Gbps

GTP UE
Attachment Rate
(per second)

125K

500K

500K

4.8 Million

5.4 Million

GTP Tunnels

1.5 Million

6 Million

6 Million

36 Million

36 Million
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Application and Threat Intelligence (ATI) Program
Ixia’s ATI program offers BreakingPoint users a simple way to create test flows of the malicious and user traffic
their network must withstand. It is a subscription service that provides updates every 2 weeks to ensure delivery
of the industry's most up to date application and threat intelligence, and includes 300+ stateful application
protocols and 36,000+ attacks (exploits, malware, DoS).
The ATI program enables users to:



Add new applications and attacks without changing the OS because the attacks and applications are not
embedded into the BreakingPoint operating system



Develop and add custom application protocols and attacks without involvement of the Ixia security and
applications team due to the BreakingPoint CAT license



Stay up to date on the most used application protocols, via Ixia’s Evergreen program that ensures
updates every 30 days for select protocols including AOL Webmail, AOL Instant Messenger, Google Talk,
Google Gmail, ICQ, Jabber, MSN Hotmail, Windows Live Messenger, Yahoo Mail, Yahoo Messenger




Stay up to date with malware and botnet attacks with our monthly malware and botnet



Ensure testing with real-world application traffic mix with ATI native application protocol support that
includes a configurable weight per protocol and dynamic application content to simulate reality so application
data changes exactly as a real application would

Quickly initiate a comprehensive and targeted test in about 30 seconds using the ATI Super Flows, realworld mixes of applications and their behavior (i.e., one Super Flow creates the exact application traffic from a
large European service provider, at night, with smartphone users)

BreakingPoint test traffic is defined hierarchically from libraries of Flows, Super Flows and Application Profiles.
Each of the library elements can be used directly or modified to the user’s needs. Flows are application protocols
that are provided by ATI for common applications. Super Flows are a sequence of Flows that create a series of
behaviors of client or client and server operations. An example of a Super Flow would be the behavior of a Gmail
session, where a Gmail Client steps through all the required sequences of resolving DNS query, conducting TLS
authentication session with a Gmail server, retrieving the mail and then closing the session. Application Profiles
are container for groups of Super Flows that a BreakingPoint test component will use to create a specified test.
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As of the publishing of this data sheet, BreakingPoint includes 3,000+ Superflows from over 300 applications and
this library continues to grow with ATI updates.
Applications categories included:
Authentication

Chat/IM

Data Transfer/File Sharing

Distributed Computing

Email/WebMail

Enterprise Applications

Games

Mobile

Remote Access

SCADA

Secure Data Transfer

Security

Social Networking/Search

Storage

System/Network Admin

Telephony/Cable TV

Testing and Measurement

Voice/Video/Media
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Application Protocol Simulation


Real-World application simulation with Dynamic
content



Each protocol is natively implemented, not a
PCAP replay



Configurable application actions (flow) to simulate
multiple and dynamic protocol behavior




Configurable application action parameters



Ability to simulate all application protocols as part
of a single protocol mix
o Each application protocol is a unique
application flow; it can be of the same protocol
with a different behavior, or a different
application protocol



Use of real files as application attachments (i.e.,
email attachment) or protocol content



Application token support
o The token goal is to deliver a dynamic and
realistic traffic pattern for each application
o Tokens allow the user to randomize data as
part of the application flow, to prevent devices
from accelerating bandwidth or detecting static
data patterns
o Tokens can be used on both the local level (a
specific action such as HTTP Get URI) and
global level (protocol level such as host name)

High-level web application protocol implementation
such as YouTube, Gmail, eBay, and more. No
need to set the HTTP layer, BreakingPoint will
convert the application layer into HTTP.

Last-Modified: Mon, 12 Jul 13 05:56:39 GMT
Date: Wed, 22 Jun 14 19:16:20 GMT
Connection: Keep-Alive
Server: BreakingPoint/1.x
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 2037
<! DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0
Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1transitional.dtd"><html
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"><head><met
a content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" httpequiv="Content-Type"/><title>broach the subject of
his</title><style type="text/css">p { vertical-align: textbottom; background-color: #1ec4cc; backgroundimage: none; display: inline; list-style-image: none;
clear: right; font-family: cursive; border-width: thin;
}</style></head> <body><p>Copyright (C) 2005-2011
BreakingPoint Systems, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.</p><p><h5><q>Aterrible country,
Mr.</q><q>Bickersteth and yourself has,
unfortunately</q><em>We sallied out at
once</em><u>Corcoran's portrait may not
have</u><b>Won't you have an egg</b><u>Who the
deuce is Lady</u>
BreakingPoint generates real-world application
and security strike traffic; this example shows an
HTTP request and response.



Application Markov token support
o Markov token is a unique way of converting documents into new documents, which is a random data by
Word instead of by Character, which allows the data to look realistic, but at the same time to be dynamic



Application IF/ELSE with Regex support
o The IF/ELSE action delivers the ability to make decisions from both client and server side, during the data
flow.
o Once the action detects a specific match of data, it can decide what to do next. In addition, it can capture
data from the flow and reuse it later when needed.



Application protocol realistic behavior
o Applications can open more than one session (i.e., Web browsing will open a “main page” connection and
all sub objects will be retrieved over sub connections)
o Application multi-sessions are always synced (i.e., FTP control and data session, RTSP and RTP, SIP
and RTP)
o Applications, as part of a Protocol MIX, are weighted by Bandwidth or Users; in order to reflect realistic
application usage. Below is a sample enterprise application protocol MIX distribution
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Strike List
The Strike List is the central location for customizing attack traffic. From the Strike List, you can customize attacks
by grouping Strikes together. The Evasion Profile settings establish the evasion techniques for a single group of
Strikes. The Strike List is the top-level security group. It contains all of the attacks and evasion options that will be
used in a security test. You can use any default Strike List to exploit vulnerabilities in various hosts and
applications; however, if you need more granular control over the attack traffic, you can customize your own
attacks through the Strike List.
When you create a new Strike List, it will have its own set of options that determine which evasion techniques to
use in the attack traffic. You can create as many Strike Lists as you want. Each Strike List will have its own set of
Strike Options, so you should create a Strike List for each unique set of evasion options that you need. The
BreakingPoint device provides you with a set of default Strike Lists that have been custom-designed by the
Security team at Ixia to target specific types of security testing – whether strikes targeting port scanning, specific
protocols, or unpatched.
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Strike Specifications
Malicious and Attack
Simulation Strikes

Malware

DDoS Simulation






Over 6,000 Strikes such as SQL Inj, XSS, buffer-overflow




Over 30,000 Malwares

All attacks are natively implementation, rather than a capture replay of an attack
Strikes are documented by CVE, BugTraq, OSVDB
Over 100 evasion techniques to hide the attack form the security device.

All malwares are fully armed

Integrated FPGA for L2-4 DDoS in parallel with the application traffic. Each
application protocol can be manipulated to simulate a Layer 7 DDoS attack (i.e.,
DNS flood, HTTP URI Scan, HTTP GET flood, etc.). DDoS and any other type of
traffic can be generated simultaneously from the same port at the same time.



Layer 3 IP / ICMP
o DDoS IP Frag Attack
o DDoS ICMP Request Flood Attack
o DDoS ICMP Response Flood Attack



Layer 4 UDP
o LOIC UDP53 DoS Attack
o DDoS UDP Fragmentation
o DDoS Non-Spoofed UDP Flood
o DDoS UDP Flood
Layer 4 TCP
o DDoS SYN Flood
o DDoS PSH-ACK Attack
o DDoS Fake Session Attack
o DDoS SYN-ACK Flood Attack
o DDoS Rcv Wnd Size 0





Layer 7 Apps
o DDoS DNS Reflect - Attack
o DDoS DNS Reflect - Zombie
o LOIC HTTP DoS Attack
o DDoS SIP Invite Flood
o DDoS Redirect
o DDoS DNS Flood
o DDoS Excessive GET POST
o DDoS Slow POST
o DDoS Recursive GET



Unique
o DDoS SlowLoris
o DDoS Smurf Attack
o DDoS TDL4 CC HTTP Flood
o MultiVERB DDoS
o RUDY DDoSLOIC TCP8080 DoS Attack
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Strike Specifications
BotNet Simulation






Simulation of BOTNET C&C communication
Sample supported Botnet C&C List:
TDL4, Duqu, ZeroAccess, Evil, PushDO, TDW, Zeus
Ability to customize the C&C in Application Editor

Key BreakingPoint Test Components
BreakingPoint is controlled from a web browser using the HTTPS protocol, so no local client installation is
required. It offers a single GUI for management results in simple, central control of all components and
capabilities. Alternatively, a tool command language (TCL) API and TCL shell interface is provided for building
and executing automated tests.

Ixia’s Strike Center web site allows immediate access to OS releases, new application protocols, and attack
updates and documentation. Best of all, updates of applications and attacks (StrikePacks) do not require reboot
or licenses.
The steps for building a test include:






Reserving the physical ports that will be used
Defining a Network Neighborhood
Building an Application Profiles and/or Security Strikes List that will be used in the test
Choosing the test components that will be assigned to the network interfaces

BreakingPoint includes many pre-built common tests, Application Profiles and Strike Lists that can be used
directly or modified to fit the exact needs of the test.
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Network Neighborhood
The Network Neighborhood is a powerful tool that defines the possible addresses the system can use for its
generated test traffic and determines how the system will allocate those addresses for use. All addresses used in
test traffic generated by the BreakingPoint device must follow the protocol rules as though the addresses were a
real host existing within a real subnet on the network.
Addressing information for each test interface is designated with component tags, each defining the host
addresses that can be used in the test traffic, as well as the subnet and routing information for those hosts. The
addressing will fill the entire subnet, but you can limit the number of addresses by defining a range for the
network.
The Network Neighborhood determines:




The type of network in which the device is operating (e.g., routed, switched, or VLAN).
The addresses that can be used for the Ethernet, source, and destination IP addresses.

After the system looks at the Network Neighborhood you have selected for the test, it will look at the component
tags that are selected for each interface. These component tags contain the subnets that the system will use to
derive its addressing.
BreakingPoint test components are virtual devices that enable you to test how well your device will operate at
different network layers. Each test component comes with a set of parameters, which you can use to create the
type of traffic you want. Descriptions of the primary BreakingPoint test components follow. See the BreakingPoint
Reference manual for more details.

Application Simulator
Application Simulator enables you to connect your BreakingPoint
hardware network elements to a single network device or
interconnected network infrastructure elements. Application
Simulator comment models both the client and server side of the
communication transactions. This type of test is referred to as a twoarm test. The Application Simulator test component allows you to
generate application traffic flows. This test component is typically be
used in conjunction with other test components to simulate real world
traffic. The Application Simulator test component uses an App Profile
to determine what types of application flows to send to the DUT. The
App Profile contains a set of flow specifications that defines the
protocol, client-type, and server-type with the traffic that will use.

Client Simulator
Client Simulator enables you to connect your BreakingPoint hardware to a real server (device under test) so the
chassis can act as a client generating connections to the server. This type of test is commonly referred to as a
one-arm test. Client Simulator sends a single Super Flow to the DUT and enables you to search for specific
responses from the DUT.
Client Simulator uses Conditional Requests in Super Flows that define the specific responses (i.e., strings or
patterns) you expect to see from the DUT. The Client Simulator component will track the number of responses
from the server that match the string matches defined within the Conditional Requests for the Super Flow.
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Security
The Security test component can be used to test network security devices – such as IPSs, IDSs, firewalls, antiDDoS applications, and proxies. It measures a device’s ability to protect a host by sending strikes and verifying
that the device successfully blocks the attacks. Simply select a Strike List and an Evasion Setting to create a
security test, or use one of the default options. Additionally, the Security Component allows you to edit Evasion
Profiles to override any evasion options that are configured for an Evasion Setting or configured within the Strike
List.
BreakingPoint's Security Component subjects a network security device to 6,000+ attacks under CVE-ID,
BugTraqID, and OSVDB to validate its blocking capabilities; or to confirm the stability of devices under attack.
One-arm security testing allows you to test the authenticity of the attack traffic generated by the Security
component. It targets a specific destination address (or range of addresses) through the test port of the chassis. It
is designed to trigger the vulnerabilities in your device, rather than exploit them for access; therefore, this mode
will put your device in a crash condition, and it will not result in code execution on the device under test.

Security NP
The Security NP component enables generation of malware traffic at high load. It is used for validating the attack
detection performance of the IDS/IPS engine. This component has the same behavior as the Security
Component, however has higher performance as it is executed in the Network Processor rather than by the CPU.

Session Sender
The Session Sender test component enables testing of pure TCP and/or UDP behavior and performance. It is
also capable of performing advanced DDoS attacks.
It uses a unique pair of source and destination port numbers for TCP, UDP, ICMP or combinations session
capacity testing. Each session uses a unique combination of source addresses, destination addresses, source
ports, and destination ports.

Routing Robot
The Routing Robot component delivers RFC2544 benchmark testing and network DDoS simulation. By using an
FPGA technology, it is capable of generating wire speed traffic of IP and UDP stateless traffic. The RFC2544
standard defines several test cases for switching and routing benchmarks including packet-loss, max throughput
and network latency
The Routing Robot test component determines if a DUT routes traffic properly by sending routable traffic from one
interface and monitoring the receiving interface to see if the traffic is successfully received. Routing Robot
functions is commonly used in testing forwarding performance test such as RFC2544.

Bit Blaster
The Bit Blaster test component analyzes a device’s ability to handle high-speed traffic by identifying whether or
not the DUT receives and sends packets without corrupting or dropping them. The Bit Blaster component only
transmits layer 2 frames, which means that it can only be used in a switching environment. For routing or NAT
environments, use the Routing Robot test component to generate high-speed, routable traffic. Bit Blaster
functions include:
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Stack Scrambler
The Stack Scrambler test component tests the integrity of different protocol stacks by sending malformed IP,
TCP, UDP, ICMP, and Ethernet packets (produced by a fuzzing technique) to the device under test. The fuzzing
technique modifies a part of the packet (checksum, protocol options, etc.) to generate the corrupt data.

Recreate
The Recreate test component supports importing capture files in standard libpcap (used by tools such as
tcpdump) and libpcap files compressed with gzip. This component allows you to capture traffic in your production
network and then have BreakingPoint replay that traffic during a test exactly as captured, or with additional
enhancements to create even more realism. For example, Recreate captures each PCAP flow’s complete L4-7
data, stored in individual files and grouped according to protocol. Then Recreate can be configured to adjust IPv4
Configuration, IPv6 Configuration, Source Port, TCP Configuration, and Data Rate of the captured flows.

Templates
There are templates for each test component that have been pre-configured for the BreakingPoint system. They
cannot be modified or deleted; however, you can use them as a baseline for creating new templates or add a
template from scratch.
Templates contain predefined component configurations that can be reused in other tests. All parameter
definitions, interface selections, and descriptions are stored in the template. Once you save a component as a
template, it will be listed under the Load a Template section of the component type on which it is based. These
templates can be treated like any other test component.
Templates are particularly useful if you are using the Tcl Interface to test a device. You can create templates that
contain the necessary test configuration parameters built into them. Therefore, when you reference the template
from the Tcl interface, you will not need to configure any of the parameters for the component.

Device Under Test Profile
A DUT Profile defines the connection settings for the device under test – such as the connection method,
connection parameters, interface speed, and global scripts. The BreakingPoint device will use these settings to
establish a connection to the DUT for automation purposes. You can use Expect scripts (also known as global
scripts) to automate your device testing; for example, you can create scripts that will create VLANs. To create a
DUT Profile, you must clone an existing DUT Profile. Cloned DUT Profiles will inherit all connection parameters
and global scripts of the parent DUT Profile; however, you can reconfigure the cloned DUT Profile as desired.

Reporting
BreakingPoint provides extensive reports that provide detailed information about the test, such as the
components used in a test, the addressing information, the DUT profile configuration, the system versions, and
the results of the test.



All reports include an aggregated test results section, which provides the combined statistics for all of the test
components. It also includes the information over time, to pin-point a potential error within the timeslot it
happened.



All reports are automatically generated in HTML and viewable with a web browser; however, you may export
the test results in XLS, HTML, PDF, RTF, CSV, or ZIP (CSV files). Reports are automatically generated each
time a test is run and are viewable from the Results page.
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The Comparison Report feature allows you to run multiple iterations of the same test on different load
modules or different ports and compare the results. You have the option of comparing all sections of the tests,
or you can select only certain sections to be included in the comparison.

Example of the reported test results:



Per application protocol: Throughput, Transaction Rate, Success/Unsuccessful, Response Time, and more



For stateful TCP, one-way latency is reported by using TCP time stamp with an accuracy of uSec



Results are collected every 1 second
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Specifications
Specification

Protocols

Applications

300+ stateful application protocols supported

Wireless Interfaces









S1-U (eNodeB and SGW sides)











User Equipment














IPv4/IPv6 Static Hosts

Wireless Operational Modes

Network Access

S1-MME (eNodeB side)
SGi (PDN side)
S5/8 (SGW and PGW sides)
S11 (MME and SGW sides)
Gn (SSGN and GGSN sides)
Wireless Protocols Supported:
o S1AP
o GTP-C v1, GTP-C v2, GTP-U v1
o SCTP (over UDP or IP)

3G GGSN
3G SGSN
eNodeB/MME (GTPv2)
eNodeB/MME/SGW (GTPv2)
eNodeB (S1AP/ GTPv1)
SGW/PGW
MME/SGW/PGW
PGW

IPv4/IPv6 External Hosts
IPv4/IPv6 DHCP Hosts
IPv4/IPv6 DHCP Server
IPv6 SLAAC + Stateless DHCPv6 Hosts
DHCP-PD
VLAN
IPv4/IPv6 Router
6rd CE Routers
DS-Lite B4 and AFTR
IPv4/IPv6 DNS
IPsec IKEv1/IKEv2
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Specification
Test Methodologies/Labs

Security: Exploits/Malware

Security: Dos/DDos

Protocols











RFC 2544 Lab







36,000+ attacks
6,000+ exploits
30,000+ malware

Multicast Lab
Lawful Intercept Lab
Session Sender Lab
LTE Lab
Device Validation Lab
MultiBox testing
Resiliency Score*
Data Center Resiliency
LTE Lab

100+ evasion classes
Multi-layer evasions

Attacks include:
 IP-based DoS attack types:
o ICMP flood test case
o ICMP fragmentation test case
o Ping flood test case









UDP-based DoS attack types:
o UDP flood test case
o UDP fragmentation test case
o Non-spoofed UDP flood test case
TCP-based DoS attack types:
o Syn flood test case
o Syn-ack flood test case
o Data ack and push flood test case
o Fragmented ack test case
o Session attack test case
Application-layer attack types:
o DNS flood attack case
o Excessive verb attack case
o Recursive GET Floods
o Slow POSTs
Botnets:
o Zeus
o SpyEye
o BlackEnergy
o Duqu
o Pushdo Cutwail

* Not supported on PerfectStorm 100GE
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Product Ordering Information
BreakingPoint on PerfectStorm
Chassis
940-0006

XGS12-HS 12-slot chassis bundle with High Performance Controller

Fusion Load Modules (Includes BreakingPoint Application)
944-1200

PerfectStorm 10GE Fusion 8-port (PS10GE8NG)

944-1209

PerfectStorm 10GE Fusion 4-port (PS10GE4NG)

944-1210

PerfectStorm 10GE Fusion 2-port (PS10GE2NG)

944-1202

PerfectStorm 100GE Fusion 1-port (PS100GE1NG)

Transceivers and Cables
988-0011

BreakingPoint, SFP+, 10Gb/1Gb SR optical Xcvr, 850nm (cable included)

988-0012

BreakingPoint Module, SFP+, 10Gb/1Gb LR optical Xcvr, 1310nm (cable included)

948-0028

QSFP+ 40GBASE-SR4 optical transceivers (cable not included)

948-0030

CXP,100GE,MMF,850NM,PLUGGABLE TRANSCEIVER (cable not included)

942-0041

MT 12-Fiber MM cable for 40GBASE-SR4 optics, F-F, 850nm, 3-meter length

942-0052

CXP-to-CXP 100GE Active Optical Cable, point-to-point (AOC), 3-meter length

BreakingPoint on PerfectStorm ONE Appliances (Includes BreakingPoint Application)
941-0028

PerfectStorm ONE Fusion, 40 Gig 2-PORT QSFP+ appliance (PS40GE2NG); requires (909-0856) BP ATI

941-0027

PerfectStorm ONE Fusion, 1Gig/10 Gig 8-PORT SFP+ appliance (PS10GE8NG); requires (909-0856) BP ATI

941-0031

PerfectStorm ONE Fusion, 1Gig/10 Gig 4-PORT SFP+ appliance (PS10GE4NG); requires (909-0856) BP ATI

941-0032

PerfectStorm ONE Fusion, 1Gig/10 Gig 2-PORT SFP+ appliance (PS10GE2NG); requires (909-0856) BP ATI

941-0033

PerfectStorm ONE Fusion, 1 Gig 8-PORT SFP+ appliance (PS1GE8NG); requires (909-0856) BP ATI

941-0034

PerfectStorm ONE Fusion, 1 Gig 4-PORT SFP+ appliance (PS1GE4NG); requires (909-0856) BP ATI

BreakingPoint Application and Threat Intelligence (ATI)
909-0856

BreakingPoint - Application & Threat Intelligence Program
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